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Human Pro Translation

Edited by an expert, delivered in 2 hours, $0.09 per word




Machine Translation

Unedited. Instant. Free.
















 







Professional Translation Scaled by Technology and Enhanced by Human Experts 


We proofread or translate within hours 



It’s a relief to know that translations are always accurate, timely, and affordable. 





Max Kovalov



CMO at wow24-7.io 










See how next-gen translation works 
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	Edited by an expert
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	$0.09 per word


















TRUSTED BY TOP-PERFORMING COMPANIES ACROSS THE WORLD































A comprehensive suite of robust solutions to help people and businesses communicate with confidence in over 90 languages.
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Translation API

For a reasonable cost, one API can get both instant machine translation and expertly translated texts in time.

Read more





JSON Translation

Translation of structured data is easier than ever. Prepare a .json file and get a precise translation in hours in the same valid .json.

Order now





Zendesk Support Translation

Instant translation of inbound and outbound tickets or responses translated by human experts.

Read more




	110+language pairs
	98%satisfaction rate
	4.8rating of verified reviewers
	100,000words translated weekly















Our software helps your business sound local and relevant.

 All solutions are easily integrated, totally secure, and confidential. 


Benefits for Business 
















Zendesk Translation App


Get satisfied clients who receive a timely response translated into their native language.

	Post-editing by a human translator
	Easy installation to your Zendesk instance
	Round-the-clock service support

 


Add to my Zendesk
Request a demo















Translation API


Use our JSON RESTful API to automatically translate e-commerce product descriptions, blog posts, client reviews, etc.
	1-minute installation
	Integration with any workflow or CMS
	Free to start

 


Request an API demo















We work with companies like yours. Servicing the United States, Europe, and Asia, from small to big companies. 


Some Of Our Clients 



















Uses API, Custom Integration


A market leader in the development and realization of integrated communication concepts.










Uses Zendesk App, API


Provides software engineering and consultancy services to start-ups, SMBs, and enterprise clients globally.










Uses API


A fast self-serve online advertising platform for media buyers, affiliates, ad networks, and publishers.










Uses Custom Integration


A provider of governance, risk management, and compliance and information security software.










Uses Website Localization, API


A customer support service that makes communication between customers and businesses human-like, easy, and affordable.










Uses Weebly Localization, API


A customer-driven company that provides content creation and design services to clients from 21 countries.
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GPTZero


The World's #1 AI Detector with over 1 Million Users










Slidepeak


Expert help with design presentation to achieve your goals










Typingservice


100% Human-Generated Typing Service




















Instantly translate words, sentences, and documents between 110+ language pairs. Get post-editing on demand. 
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	English - French
	English - Portuguese
	English - German
	English - Italian
	English - Spanish
	English - Japanese
	English - Arabic
	English - Russian
	English - Chinese (Traditional)
	English - Korean
	Spanish - English
	English - Vietnamese
	English - Polish
	English - Filipino
	English - Turkish
	English - Hebrew
	English - Czech
	French - English
	English - Indonesian
	English - Swedish
	English - Greek
	English - Malay
	English - Thai
	English - Bulgarian
	English - Norwegian
	English - Serbian (Latin)
	English - Persian
	English - Ukrainian
	Japanese - English
	Chinese (Simplified) - English
	English - Finnish
	English - Hungarian
	German - English
	Russian - English
	English - Slovak
	English - Danish
	Korean - English
	Arabic - English
	English - Dutch
	Turkish - English
	Thai - English
	Portuguese - English
	Persian - English
	Chinese (Traditional) - English
	English - Chinese (Simplified)











See all languages
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Spanish - English (British)


	

Spanish - French
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Russian - French


	

Dutch - English (British)


	

French - German


	

French - Romanian

















Have questions regarding the “Translate Website” localization, or any other matter? Check for the answers below. 


Frequently Asked Questions 














What Translate.com does?


Translate.com is a leader in the market for professional human translations, software localization, and advanced language services since 2011, with the headquarters in Afton, USA. Trusted by the leading enterprises and companies worldwide, our company helps clients succeed in international markets with quality tools and talented people. We disrupt the old translation models with our online-powered high-quality translation solutions and a native-speaking expert translator team that delivers on-demand and accurate language translation services in over 110 language pairs. 






Can you handle translations of specialized professional content?


Yes. We translate large amounts of content in many fields, extending from general business texts to those requiring the expert’s knowledge or industry expertise. 






What types of files do you support?


We support commonly used text formats (DOC, PDF, TXT) and deliver our customers' files in the original format after translation. Please contact our Support team for more details.






How many languages does Translate.com support? 


We offer instant machine translation in over 5,900 language pairs and accurate human translation in 110+ language pairs.






How can I communicate with the translator?


You can leave a note for the translator before the translation process starts. You can also include some comments in the order form or contact our Support team, and they will forward your comments to your translator.






Is there a localization solution for websites?


For years we’ve been building industry-leading translation technology to ensure your website is translated quickly.
Website localization is focused on the highest linguistic and technical accuracy and is being kept up-to-date with your source webpage changes and updates.
Trusted by global companies worldwide, Translate.com provides quality end-to-end website translation solutions that your business can depend on for years to come.






What are the advantages of Machine Translation and Human Translation?


Translate.com offers two translation options: machine or online translation and translation by a qualified human translator.
What option to choose depends on what your requirements are.

Machine translation is instant and translates any volume of content directly to the language you've selected.
Unlike a professional translation, it doesn't focus on nuances such as context or tone of voice.
Machine translation doesn't offer the highest quality, but it is a free online translator.

Professional human translation offers higher quality, SEO-friendly translations.

Our highly-trained professional translators and subject-matter experts understand the importance of linguistic accuracy and work with utmost precision to provide you with the highest quality business, medical, and technical document translation.






What services do you provide for businesses?


Translate.com offers business translation and localization services for your website, software, applications, technical or medical documents, and reports.

Also, we offer integrations with popular online platforms, including Zendesk, Zapier, HubSpot, WordPress, Weebly, etc.






What is a regular turnaround time for translation?


The timeline depends on the order size.
It will typically take us about 1-2 days to deliver a quality translation of a project containing 3-4 pages. If you want the translator to handle your project within hours, you can use our fast turnaround service. 

We do our best to meet your expectations, and if there is a reason that we may not meet the deadline, we will inform you in advance.






Do you have an API?


Yes, our Translate API allows you to create translation projects, monitor progress easily, and receive the translated results. The entire translation workflow is fully automated with intuitive API to ensure just in time delivery and professional content adaptation. 

Simply sign up for Translate.com to receive a unique API key for your application.
Next, integrate the Translation API within your app. Afterward, create new orders and stay on the same wavelength as customers. 






What integration options are available?


Improve a multilingual online store, blog, or customize your support effortlessly by integrating with such platforms as Zendesk, Zapier, HubSpot, WordPress, and Weebly.

You can easily access Translate.com's powerful platform to translate your website content or a support ticket in a hassle-free environment. If you can’t find the necessary platform on our integrations list, you can either integrate with our API or request a custom integration 






How can I track the status of my translation?


Tracking the status of your orders is simple. Sign up on our website, log in to your account and check the Order List Page. For more information, please contact our Support team.






How can I become a translator at Translate.com?


If you are a qualified language translator, we'll be happy to have you on our professional translator team. Sign up and take the assessment test in your language pair(s).

Once you have passed the assessment, you’ll be able to become a regular translator and translate blog articles, social media posts, support tickets, and more in your account. You'll have a chance to manage your time and create the office of your dreams at home.






What is the pricing?


Our translation and localization services are based on the subscription plans that can be adjusted according to your needs and preferences (access to a Premium Translator, additional setup, personal Account Manager, etc.). 

If you are not sure which plan is best suited to your company's needs, our Sales team will help you choose the best plan possible or create a custom plan for you.
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